9 TOP REASONS
TO HIRE

LOU DIAMOND

TO HELP YOUR PEOPLE
MASTER MAKING
CONNECTIONS
1. You want your speaker to make an impact on your
audience that will last.
Lou will make sure your audience will be moved and inspired while gaining
practical tools to improve their performance. They will discover how to Connect
to Thrive — and from there, Thrive LOUD!

2. You want customized content that matters to your people,
not a cookie cutter talk that doesn’t apply.
Instead of a “canned” speech, Lou takes the time to learn about your organization,
audience, and key objectives. His presentation will be on-point, relevant, and
customized to your specific needs.

3. You want a professional, not a princess.
NO Drama — No outrageous demands. No diva-like requests. Instead, Lou is a
professional and very easy to work with at every step.

4. You want your audience to be entertained while they
learn, not put to sleep.
Lou’s concepts are delivered through rich story telling — not boring professorial
directives. Emotionally charged stories and interaction are proven to help the
audience retain key points while enjoying a highly entertaining experience.

5. You want a visually stunning experience.
You won’t see bullet point lists or text-heavy screens with Lou. Instead,
audiences are dazzled with high-resolution photography, energizing HD video
clips, memorable props, and gorgeous visual transitions.

6. You want a high energy talk that will inspire your people
to action.
Lou’s enthusiasm consistently inspires audiences. Guests will depart fired up,
energized, and ready to reach new heights.

7. You want measurable value with REAL takeaways your
people can use right away.
Your audience will leave with meaningful tools, frameworks, and techniques
that can be immediately applied to real-world challenges.

8. You want a unique perspective and an engaging
presentation that your audience will remember!
The last thing you want to invest in is something your audience will forget as
soon as it’s over. As a top-performer across numerous industries, Lou brings a
fresh and compelling perspective that will make a lasting impact well after the
event ends.

9. You want a speaker who is relatable, not a stiff presenter
who doesn’t speak the language.
With 25+ years in sales, consulting and leadership, Lou is a proven business
leader with deep real-world experience and the ability to masterfully connect
with anyone.

Book Lou Diamond To Help You
Master Making Connections
Call 917 612 6170 or
Email info@thriveloud.com

